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the title of the song refers to cyrus' self-absorbed attitude when she finds out that her boyfriend has
cheated on her and is having another relationship with someone else. she then finds out that he's
looking at porn on his phone, something she says she doesn't want him to do. it was an idea that
cyrus carried over from the we can't stop music video where she's shown performing oral sex on a
frying pan and hanging off of a breakwater. this song was explicitly a challenge to her boyfriend who,
at the beginning of the song, asks her if she has another man. the video was directed by terry
richardson. you'll probably know him from a billion different videos on the internet. i'm sure you
knew that he was a pop star too. hilariously enough, miley cyrus looked very pretty while directing
this video. wrecking ball was released on itunes, amazon music, and spotify on september 9, 2013.
in october, the video was released on itunes and amazon music in the united states, on itunes in
canada, australia, and new zealand, and on amazon music and spotify in the uk. in the us and
canada, the song charted as high as no. 12 on the canadian hot 100 and no. 15 on the billboard hot
100. it peaked at no. 5 on the billboard hot 100 in the united states, becoming cyrus' fifth us top 10
single. elsewhere, it peaked at no. 20 in australia, no. 1 in new zealand, and no. 4 in canada.
throughout the video, cyrus performs with a large assortment of vintage and modern instruments,
including a sliding guitar, a grand piano, and an array of xylophones, maracas, and various other
percussion instruments.
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